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Dear PPS Members,

In my previous message, I asked for your help in a
reimagining of PPS for the 21st Century. I wrote:
What are your thoughts about how to make PPS even better than it
is? Which activities offered by PPS are most important to you? How
can we streamline the organization and its work?

Could you please take a few minutes to write me (deaspur@comcast.net) and offer your
ideas for a reimagined PPS. So many questions, right? We can circulate suggestions for
further discussion.What do you think?

Since our last meeting, a few of our members have offered very
progressive, creative ideas in response to the above request, some of
which we’d like to discuss with you at the upcoming biannual meeting
scheduled for April 25 at Allenberry. To garner even more ideas, we’ll be
asking you to complete a brief, anonymous survey at the start of the
spring meeting, a survey designed to elicit more of your thinking about
ways to strengthen PPS. It is through your imaginative proposals and
creative work that PPS can continue to meet the needs of its members in
the coming years. I also invite you to e-mail me at deaspur@comcast.net
with any suggestions you may have about agenda items. Thanks in
advance.

But, of course, we’re not all business, as you well know, and we’ll try to
keep the business portion of the meeting short. We will look forward to
hearing prize-winning poems from the 2015 PPS Contest as well as to
participating in Sandi Polvinale’s poetry workshop. Sandi is one of our
PPS Renaissance women who never fails to delight and/or move through
her poetry and sensitivity as well as her quick wit and cheerful personality.
Details of her workshop plans can be found on page 8 along with other
spring meeting details. If we have the time, let’s have an open mic, too.
Okay?  Bring a few extra poems just in case. I look forward to seeing all of
you once again at Allenberry in the spring.

Very cordially yours,
DeAnna Spurlock
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A D D R E S S E S   F O R   P P S,  I N C.  C O N T A C T S

 PPS Matters—DeAnna Spurlock, President  Tel.717-258-5243
                      850 West North Street,  Carlisle,  PA  17013
                                                     E-mail: deaspur@comcast.net

 Dues, etc.—Wendy Bream, Treasurer   Tel. 717-226-1997
             114 South Bedford Street,  Carlisle,  PA  17013
                                                        E-mail: wbream@outlook.com

Annual
  Contest—Vicky Fake-Weldon, Contest Chair  Tel. 717-737-5342
                        108 N. 26th Street, Camp Hill, PA 17011

                                                   E-mail: dvweldon51@gmail.com

PEGASUS Contest—David Greene, Chair  Tel. 717-533-7097
                     145 Whiskey Run Road,  Newville, PA  17241
                                    E-mail: greenedark@embarqmail.com
General
Correspondence—Ann Gasser, Corresponding Sec.Tel. 610-374-5848
                        801 Spruce Street,  West Reading,  PA 19611-1448
                                    E-mail:  aubadeg@verizon.net

NEWS FROM A WARMER PLACE....

After some hairy adventures moving belongings on an earlier trip, (which
should provide material for several interesting poems,)  former PPS
President, Richard Lake, and former Historian Toni Carey, arrived at their
new home in SC via the Mayflower, or at least accompanied by a giant
Mayflower truck,   and sent news to all their poet friends to tell of their safe
arrival.  Unlike the “Mayflower” passengers who settled in New England,  and
their present day descendants who are up to their ears in snow,  Richard and
Toni look forward to warm sands and blue skies from now on, and Richard
says, “Just call me “Pilgrim.”
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   CHARACTER SKETCHES--If you have an interesting memory of a PPS member who is no longer active, and you
   would like to share it with our members in a future issue, please submit it to your editor. Here is a sample:

       REMEMBERING MARJORIE THOMPSON CHEYNEY —by Isobel H. Beaston
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  Oh yes, I remember Marjorie Thompson Cheyney!  Forty years roll back as I recall my
initial workshop in form-poetry at her suburban Philadelphia home. She was seated at the head
of her dining room table. An austere matron, dark hair slicked back into a bun at the nape, deep
set eyes, and in her left hand a foot long cigarette holder with smoke circling a-la Saint Nicholas.

I was warned when I registered for the course that Mrs.Cheyney was a bit of a martinet, but
if I was determined to write a sonnet she was the right teacher. And I remember her admonition
when she critiqued my first Shakespearean sonnet. "DON’T MIX YOUR METAPHORS!"
However, the look in her eyes said, "Try again."

Marjorie Cheyney was founder and first president of the Cadence Crafters Chapter of
Pennsylvania Poetry Society. The membership was drawn from her former poetry groups: The
Iambics and The Candlelighters. She was past president and poetry leader of the Philadelphia
Writers' Conference and workshop leader in the Writers' Club of Delaware County. Trained as a
concert pianist, Mrs. Cheyney presented programs of music and poetry throughout the Delaware
Valley area. She regularly lectured on her incredible collection of antique dolls that numbered
close to 1000.

The consummate poet, for her memorial service at the time of her death, Mrs. Cheyney had
requested a Scripture reading from the Book of Judges, chapter 5, "The Song of the Prophetess
Deborah", perhaps the oldest recorded poetry —and composed by a woman!

In 1980 the Cadence Crafters established the Marjorie Thompson Cheyney Memorial Award
for the Petrarchan Sonnet in the P.P.S. Annual Contest, later expanded to include all recognized
sonnet forms. In 2011 I was the first member of the Cadence Crafters to win first prize for my
Shakespearean sonnet. And yes, Mrs. Cheyney, I remembered not to mix my metaphors!

A SONNETA by Marjorie Thompson Cheyney
from poetry booklet PLAUDETS AND PEONIES:

        quatrain: 1,2,2,1.  (or a,b,b,a)
        tercet:    3, 2, 3    (or c,b,c)

My sonnets seldom germinate from seeds,
erupting words of brilliancy and rhyme
as pungent as wild pine and garden thyme ...
mine cloy with lily scent or clog with weeds.

But once, when rhyme and meter sang my tune,
I saw the quatrains and the tercets climb
to rival ramblers when they climax June.
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            FRANNIE  —by Gail Denham

She walked bent over toward church, a crone
figure in Sunday best, a little of this color, some
of that. Had to pick her up.
Bless her – smiling, she told me one could never
use enough vinegar: washing hair, bathing,
drinking and other unmentionable uses.
At church she marched up front, “humphed” her way
through Pastor’s sermons, offering a few comments.
Our Sunday entertainment for awhile, until one day
an usher invited Margo to occupy a back pew.
Seldom saw this colorful soul after that. Assumed
others drove her to the store for more vinegar
and hoped her pantry shelves could hold
all those bottles.

        MEMMEM, TRAILBLAZER

                 —by Colleen Yarusavage

Mother’s description of her grandmother.
A woman I never met, but
one I know through Mother’s eyes.
Born with strength and independence,
she was educator, creator, nurturer.
And everything was done with love.
Her time for living was different than mine;
more rigid, constrained for the fairer sex.
But Memmem worked outside her home,
raising three daughters alone, while
inspiring creativity and learning in those around her.
Gone for eight decades, but alive in memories,
family stories describe this force of nature.
One I am honored to know through Mother’s eyes.

        TASTY THOUGHTS
           —by Prabha Nayak Prabhu

I have many prefixes and suffixes -
butterfly, coconut, cocktail, scampi
among others which make me
a crustacean lover’s favorite.

At the very thought of me
there is a groundswell of saliva in people’s mouths.
Never mind the complaints about assaulted nostrils
and broken finger nails
when they have to deal with me in the raw.
I know the minute their teeth
sink into me
regardless of my final avatar
I will only hear paeans
sung in my honor.

        A BRAZILIAN PARROT
                    —by Mark Hudson

R. F. Lucchetti is Brazil’s prolific bird,
a parrot who has written 1,500 books.
Some people consider writers nerds,
but I respect authors more than crooks.
Some of his pulp is copycat words,
American culture from where he took.
Spin-offs he writes that are rather absurd,
an eighty-four year old who deserves a look.
English a language he has not heard,
but new generations are reviving what shook.
He’s just now getting the attention deserved,
it’s sad it how long recognition took.
I hope I can also live to be eighty-four,
at which point I’ll rewrite 1984.

          NEE FRANCES SLOCUM

                      —by MarilynDowning

They found her in Indiana after long years.
Wiry gray hair, braided Indian-style,
framed her wrinkled face, burnished by
seven decades of sun, wind, rain and snow.
Her dark eyes shot piercing glances at
strangers, clothed in Pennsylvania garb,
their earnest voices assailing her ears.
She squatted by the fire, stirring a pot
of stew, a meal for family around her,
not these strangers with their pleading
voices and gestures. They remembered
losing an auburn-haired sister carried off
into the forest, not this Mississinewa woman,
a tribal mother, grandmother, and revered elder.
Like a book cover, her leathern dress, fringed
and beaded with tribal design, enclosed
her destiny and her pale-skinned body,
the story of a life lived long and well.
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MY AUTOBIOGRAPHY
 —by Michael Bourgo

How will I be remembered?
Not as anyone great--

but perhaps as Granddaddy,
that silly old fellow

who loved to build with blocks,
and let them be tumbled,
the man who always had

a pocket knife handy;
a guy who shared bad jokes,

read the Greek legends aloud,
and met the school bus;

always too eager to identify
a spring flower or a bird song;

a companion at play
who showed children the spring melt

flowing in the drainage ditch,
handing out sticks to be floated;

someone ready to sit on the floor,
always with an idea or two

about how to spend the next hour.

Current
Challenge
      was to

write a

“P
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POEM”



For our next challenge—a “Duet”poem:

 This could be fun! The “Duet” would be a poem written by two PPS
members. The whole poem could be as much as 40 lines if you wanted it
to be—twenty lines by each poet, or less if you decide it is better shorter.
And I hate to make a limit on the length of the lines, but please don’t make
lines more than 65 characters long, they are too hard to format on the
page, and really, I don’t see the need of lengthy lines except perhaps in a
ballad, and I doubt that you and your “Duet” partner will be writing a ballad.
The mechanics of this would be: Contact another PPS member and agree
to write a collaborated poem of up to 8 verses (limit of 5 lines each) with
him or her. You can decide who writes what—alternating verses, or any
other way .  In the example given, I started with verse one and Marilyn and
I alternated every other verse, each doing a line of the final couplet.
Divide things up to suit yourselves. The poem can be in any form, on any
subject. If you do not know who to collaborate with, send me an E-mail
aubadeg@verizon.net and I will see if I can find you a “Duet”-prospect.
“Borrowed” words from Online poems are OK , but only three words per
line may be “borrowed.” You need not identify these but you may mark
what you wrote and what what your DUET partner wrote if you want to do
so.

   Jerri Hardesty, who is one of our PPS members from
    Alabama, reports her venture for:

Poetry publishing, production,
performance, preservation, 
and education.

   called
             New Dawn Unlimited, Inc.

 1830 Marvel Road
 Brierfield, AL 35035

EXAMPLE....

     JUST BEFORE OBLIVION
         — by Marilyn Downing & Ann Gasser

Sometimes at night in black silence,
when I have pressed the remote button,
the hucksters have vanished into nothingness,
taped music is suddenly still,
I lie in the nothingness, waiting for Morpheus.
Time stretches into the wee small hours

pushing random thoughts of sleep aside.
How do invisible waves of sounds and pictures
travel across clear skies until caught by
my TV to live and die within my room?
In this interim my own reality becomes unreal,

There is no sound, and I wonder,
“Where do sounds go when that button is pressed?
Are they absorbed in that mysterious ‘Cloud’
where all lost socks and E-mails disappear?
Or do sounds endlessly circle our globe,

landing on ears waiting to hear them,
before other remotes are pressed, ending
the hucksters and the music and Morpheus
finds a willing companion ready for sleep.
In that silence, I keep wondering--

what of all the sounds since the Big Bang?
Are they out there making Space a noisy place?
What about the trumpet blasts that felled the walls of Jericho?
What about the soothing notes David played to quiet Saul?

But the god of sleep has drifted away, leaving
a void, quickly filled with phantoms
of old longings, regrets,might-have-beens ...
I cannot catch even one to ignite
a spark, some bit of light that might dispel the nothingness.

In that dark, berefit of glow or flame.
I almost hear you whispering my name, 5.

                               AN ANGEL OF BATAAN
                                  —by Maureen Applegate

Under Georgia peach trees, in warm sticky summers, she dreamed of travel
of zipping her nursing skills into a duffle, following Uncle Sam into the thrill
of fixing sprains and tending Marines, perhaps in England, or the Philippines.
MacArthur left her with troops in retreat... on Bataan. She was Mildred Manning.
She went underground with other nurses, bombs above resounding
through tunnels of gloom turned into Corregidor’s operating rooms.
She donned a helmet, fending off flies, malaria, hunger, dwindling supplies
in the makeshift jungle hospital… until the Japanese overtook them all.
Her courage was stronger than Corregidor stone. Still as a nurse she was known
in the prison camp that took her teeth, her hair, and left scant dignity.
She clung to a devotion to sick and dying soldiers amid cruel deprivation.
She was one of the Angels of Bataan who would not leave the wounded men.
She later would say, “I fared better than some.” And at age 98 her life was done.
As a nurse, Miss Mildred, I admired you. And, if needed, I would have gone too.

One more “PORTRAIT” POEM:

M E M B E R S ‘  P O E T R Y  C H A L L E N G E—                              W I N T E R - S P R I N G  2 015

NewDawnUnlimited.com

Jerri also sends information about the
JOHN AND MIRIAM MORRIS MEMORIAL
              CHAPBOOK COMPETITION which might
interest our members.  The file is attached for those with E-mail.

                     2015
PEGASUS BOOKLET

  Please note that
copies of the booklet of
student poems which
won in the annual
PEGASUS CONTEST
will be distributed free to
PPS members who
attend the Spring
Meeting.
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    CONTEST WINS & NEWS BY PPS MEMBERS..............

     Doris DiSavino won 2nd place in the GPS Langston Hughes contest.  The judge was Robert Russell.

Prabha N. Prabhu will be reading her poetry at the  "Ethnic Voices Reading" event at the Manayunk
Roxborough Arts Center in Philadelphia in March. This event is jointly organized by the poetry journal
"Philadelphia Poets" and the MRAC.

CHAPTER NEWS....

KEYSNER POETS bid a sad farewell to members Richard Lake and Toni Carey who recently moved
south to Myrtle Beach and will be sorely missed by all. PPS will miss Richard, a Past-President, and
Toni, who served as PPS Historian. Thanks to E-mail,  these good poet friends   have promised to
keep in touch by E-mail.  The chapter reports that its recent anthology of members’ poems, titled
“WORDS WITH WINGS,” has been very successful, and there are only a few copies left of the
second printing.  These are still available for $6.00 in-hand or plus postage by U.S. mail. For details,
E-mail  mmdowning1@verizon.net

CADENCE CRAFTERS report the loss of a foundng member, E. Jean Kishbaugh, who died recently.
Jean was also involved in the Philadelphia Writers’ Conference. In 1970, Jean and current Cadence
Crafters’ President, Isobel Beaston, were both members of the Marjorie Thompson Cheney Poetry
Workshop, which later became Cadence Crafters.  Now, 45 years later, members of the chapter are
currently meeting on the third Friday of each month at the home of Prabha Prabhu for poetry and
lunch.  A theme or form is decided on beforehand, members write appropriate poems and make
copies to distribute at the meeting.  Those present critique each others poems.  The Challenges in
The SYLVAN are often used as prompts, and for the past two months the group has been focusing
on entries for the 2015 PPS Annual Contest.  The February meeting will concentrate on love or anti-
love poems in honor of Valentine’s Day. The workshops are followed by lunch.
 _________________________________________________________________________________________

American Life in Poetry: Column 510     BY TED KOOSER, U.S. POET LAUREATE

Billy Collins, who lives in New York, is one of our country’s most admired poets, and this snapshot of a winter day is
reminiscent of those great Chinese poems that on the virtue of their clarity and precision have survived for a couple of
thousand years. His most recent book of poetry is Aimless Love: New and Selected Poems, (Random House, 2013).

Winter

A little heat in the iron radiator,
the dog breathing at the foot of the bed,
and the windows shut tight,
encrusted with hexagons of frost.
I can barely hear the geese
complaining in the vast sky,
flying over the living and the dead,
schools and prisons, and the whitened fields.

American Life in Poetry is made possible by The Poetry
Foundation (www.poetryfoundation.org), publisher of
Poetry magazine. It is also supported by the Department
of English at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Poem
copyright ©2014 by Billy Collins, “Winter,” (Poetry East,
No. 82, 2014). Poem reprinted by permission of Billy
Collins and the publisher. Introduction copyright © 2014
by The Poetry Foundation. The introduction's author, Ted
Kooser, served as United States Poet Laureate
Consultant in Poetry to the Library of Congress from 2004-
2006.
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When No PPS Chapter is Near You....................

Thirty years ago Pennsylvania Poetry society had a dozen active chapters throughout the
state and the National Federation of State Poetry Societies had member groups in most of the
states. It was a time that there were many local organizations for people to join depending on their
individual interests—Art Alliances, Music Clubs, Drama Clubs, Lions Clubs, Kiwanis Clubs,
Woman's Clubs, Knights of Columbus, just to name a few.  It was a time before computers, cell
phones, the Internet, Facebook, Twitter, etc. etc.

Today PPS has four active chapters, and if none of them are near enough,  how do poets
nourish their need to grow in their poetic craft?  I think the answer depends on the type of poet he or
she is.  If we divide poets into three types,  each poet can decide which type he or she is, and find a
way that is best suited to him or her.

1.  The first type of poet would be the individualist who enjoys reading poetry written by other poets
and writing whatever comes to his or her creative mind,  in whatever form it appears, regardless of
any form or style, each poem a complete creation,  never to have a jot or tittle changed,  and if
anyone else appreciates his or her work,  fine.  If not, that is O.K. too.  This type of poet can find
many places on the Internet to read poems of all kinds for inspiration, he or she can share poetry in
PENNESSENCE, read his or her work at Open Mic sessions at bi-annual PPS meetings, and will
probably be satisfied have his or her poetry appreciated by friends and family.

2.  The second type of poet would be the person who wants to grow in the craft, and would like to
participate in the workshops one encounters in chapters,  but no chapter is near enough to attend
their meetings.  There are several other ways to learn and grow:

a.  Select another poet to share your learning process and establish a One on One routine.
                E-mail makes this option very do-able.  You can choose a subject to write about or write
                in a certain form, and each of you write a poem on it to have suggestions made by the
                other person.  (Suggestions may not necessarily be followed,  but getting another poet’s
                perspective is helpful.)  If you want to be in an O & O you could E-mail your editor and
                perhaps we can start a list of who might be available.

           b.  Another way to do this is to have 3 poets in an electronic Round Robin where each poet
                makes suggestions about poems written by the other two.  You could possibly have four
                in this group,  but more than that makes it too cumbersome.  You would write a poem and
                send it to the others.  They would make comments and add their own poem for you to
                comment.  If you can, always try to be in a Round Robin with poets you feel know more
                than you do.

3.   The third type poet is someone who not only is interested in growing in the craft,  but is also
competitive.  In addition to entering the annual PPS contest, and NFSPS contest, he or she can find
a number of contests sponsored by other state societies at various times of the year.  Just check
STROPHES, and/or Google NFSPS.com, STATE LINKS,  and check out the individual states to see
what contests they sponsor.  If you can read some of the winning poems from previous years,  you
can get an idea of what has been winning.  Styles in poetry change,  and of course you never know
who is going to be judging what.  There are also contests sponsored by a number of colleges and
universities,  but many times these are won by students who attend the school, which might indicate
that you will be up against an “Old Boy” Academic network.

Whatever kind of poet you are,  you can find satisfying ways to stimulate your creative mind!



Title of her workshop:

   "Writing with the intuitive mind,
      through art, meditation and music.”

Please reserve _______places for me at  $22.00 each for the PPS Spring Meeting at Allenberry on April 25, 2015.

Amount enclosed:_____________                      My E-mail address is:________________________

                                                                             My Phone number is: ___________________

Name:_______________________________

Address:
Mail to:

Wendy Bream
114 South Bedford Street,

Carlisle,  PA  17013    

with check to PPS, Inc. marked SPRING MEETING

by Deadline:  April 18, 2015
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SCHEDULE

9:30-9:45 Reception with refreshments

9:45-10:15 First Reading by Contest Winners

10:15-12:00 Workshop

12:00 – 1:00 Lunch & Door Prize

1:00-1:30 Second Reading by Contest Winners

1:30 – 2:15 Business Meeting

2:15 – 3:00 Board Meeting

W
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E
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D
E
R
 Sandra Polvinale Sandra Polvinale Sandra Polvinale Sandra Polvinale

Sandi L. Polvinale is a seasoned fine artist, performance poet, comedic storyteller, writer, cartoonist,
photographer, and a small scale farmer living in beautiful Adams County. She majored in art and
psychology in college, has won numerous awards for her fine art, been in juried art shows and holds 7
awards for her poetry from the PA Poetry Society. In 2013 she took first place in a story telling contest
featured in the Record Herald. She is currently published in The Messenger magazine, anthology
book entitled Almost Time Enough; and had her own column in the Emmitsburg News Journal. She is
a volunteer in a nonprofit nondenominational group of volunteers called Faith In Action, empowering
and assisting people. In her spare time she entertains good people like you!

“A poetess that I am in wonder about-she streams along like light and water, a flowing source of words, visions blessing 

                      and art. Some walk this planet, Sandi swirls” ~ L. Claire Cantwell


